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Introduction
A marketing campaign for our business that synthesises multiple
channels to promote our services. This includes print as part of
the marketing mix as well as social media, cross-media and our
website.
We hope these following pages emphasise the commitment and
consistency to the marketing of our business, we have split this
document into three sections to showcase each discipline:

Cross Media

Website
As a part of the process we analysed the previous analytics of the
old website, to see which pages were popular and what content
was accessed on a regular basis. We also spoke to a number of
clients on what they would like to see on the website and everyday
issues they dealt with when navigating. It was decided we wanted
a clear website that had useful content that would ensure the
clients would return to it for hints and tips that help them in their
particular division of work. The design solution uses the visual
concept of ‘helping hands’ to express the qualities we uncovered:
reliability (a safe pair of hands), enthusiasm (hands-on) and
diverse skills handled with ﬂair .

Case
Study

We have recently gone through a re-brand and re-positioning
project at atum to reﬂect the change in services and products
we provide. The main area of our business that has evolved is
the need for true cross-media services for both ourselves and our
clients, so we took the decision to re-brand last year as we thought
“what better way to showcase our cross-media skills than with our
own brand itself - the proof is in the pudding.”

Social Media
As well as giving Facebook and Twitter a design overhall we also
introduced Pinterest, LinkedIn, Instagram, Google+ and YouTube.
All the social platforms had a unique colour scheme, but consistent
feel at the same time. Our plan was to create campaigns that
would last several weeks to showcase our products and services,
this content would be regularly posted at optimal times through
Hootsuite across all platforms.
Each social channel is managed individually by a different
member of staff to add additional posts and engagement. or
example our creative department manages our Pinterest posts and
what inspires them with specific boards, our management and
sales team invests time on LinkedIn with our account managers
managing Facebook and Twitter and general engagement.
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Marketing - Cross-Media

Cross-media strategy
Potential clients - new clients

Clients

On Board clients

Problem Awareness
Provide information that helps clients to under-

Decision on solution
Provide information that helps support making a

Relationship
Communicate about how the relationship can be

stand a problem they may have, explain potential
symptoms which they may relate to.

decision on which product to buy. Product 1 vs
product 2, explanations on when to use something

improved, what the client can do to get more from
the relationship with us. We are a tool, how can

Research solutions
Explain solutions, what they are and how they
work.

and even articles on why one product may not be
suitable.

we be used? Focus on trying to improve the
experience the client has when working with us.

Potential
client

Inbound
Blogging
SEO
Google

Outbound
Email
Postal
Display
PPC
Blogging

Client

Onboard
Blog
Video
Social Media
Product info
Services
Who are we
Guidelines
Web to Print
Marketing portal
Client Portal

Our cross-media strategy is all built around how
we can help a client and to offer knowledge and
support. We regularly publish and produce tips
and information to explain and overcome issues
any potential client may have. We use various
touch points to connect with our clients with
different content throughout the stages of the
client journey.

On board
client

Re-targeting
Facebook pixel
Twitter Ads

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Cross-Media

Website
The starting point of our re-brand was our website, which after
extensive customer research and studying Google Analytics it was
obvious the client was not interested in the latest bit of machinery
or industry specific news necessarily - but wanted to find our
services or a particular product within a couple of clicks.
We made the website fully responsive so the visitor would have an
‘enjoyable’ experience, the entire site is retina ready ie (optimised
for todays mobile devices and 4K screens).
We included a marketing portal to encourage our clients to order
and manage their marketing materials direct from the site using
their own personalised client area.

“Our website is optimised for todays
mobile devices and 4k screens”

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Cross-Media

Digital content marketing
Apple News
We took the decision to automatically post our
RSS news feeds from the website to Apple
News in the first week it was available to the
UK market.
To our knowledge we were the first UK
company to do this in our industry. Our clients
with Apple devices now have the opportunity
to read Datum news articles published directly
to their device, along with all the usual large
news organisations, whilst eating their corn
ﬂakes or on their daily commute!

Blog
Our blog is at the heart of our content
marketing efforts and an opportunity to voice
our thoughts and knowledge to our clients,
suppliers and wider audience. We encourage
our colleagues to write blogs and thoughts on
the industry as well as more personable pieces
- the blog is the voice of our company and
ultimately drives people back to the Website.

Apple News

Blog

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Cross-Media

Mobile App
What cross-media campaign would be complete without a
dedicated mobile app. The app has been a great tool for housing
all of our social media channels in one handy go to app, the app
displays our latest products and has our downloadable brochures
included.
If our clients need to know how to set up a specific artwork, or
know the latest terminology they can turn to the app which has
helpful handy guides.
We also send push notifications with our latest news, but more
importantly invite customers who are nearby, within a 500 metre
radius to pop in for cup of coffee!

Download our app by visiting
datumcp.com/app

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Cross-Media

Premises and Transport

Vehicles

Interior

Exterior

We love digital marketing, but we also love print - it’s in our blood
and still a very important channel for us. So what better way to
showcase our vehicle graphics or building signage than pushing
our own brand.

“Our pink van has become something
of a talking point which is the desired
effect we wanted”

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Cross-Media

Branded packaging

Delivery bags

Packaging

We thought it would be fun to add a bit of colour and branding to
our postal items, a little touch that has been a big hit with clients
who receive our gift wrap style mail bags.

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Cross-Media

Print marketing

Teaser brochure

A-Z of products catalogue

Our Teaser brochure and our A-Z product catalogue have been a
handy tool that clients can keep to hand as they are both pocket
size yet easy to thumb through, they can both be requested
in hardback format, downloaded, viewed via the website or
downloaded on our app.

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Cross-Media

E-Shots

We send a minimum of one email a month, but no more than three
per month. The e-shots are generally personalised with a call to
action and driving traﬃc to our website, we have found this to be
an very effective way to nudge a response from clients in a friendly
and interactive way.

“Our open rate is 21.3% which is above
the 17% average for our industry.”

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Cross-Media

Video
We have worked on a number of video projects over the last year
with our video production agency. As a result of this, we have
created our own showreel and integrated it into printed hard case
books to show clients at presentations.
This has proved to be a bit of a selling point and as a result we
have produced these for several clients who love the versatility of
being able to update content to show relevant customers.

Video showreel and brochure

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Cross-Media

Response from clients

Easter treat to clients

As a little treat for our clients we decided to play Easter bunny
and wish them all a “Hoppy Easter” with a direct mail piece. This
proved very popular and we received some lovely calls and emails.
Our clients then took it upon themselves to Tweet to say thank you
and how great they looked...Happy clients !

“Like I need another reason to work
with @datumcp Thanks guys!”

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Social Media

Social media strategy
On a daily basis we carefully follow a targeted audience and are
engaging with posts and tweets, we are cautious not to go for
the ‘hard sell’ and emphasise how Datum as a company can help
their organisation with tips and downloadable support material.
Anybody that then visits our website, are automatically re-targeted
on Twitter and Facebook with carefully constructed adverts.
The main aim for our social media strategy is brand and product
awareness and driving traﬃc to our website.

New follows

Daily activity
General posts
Connecting
Conversations

Weekly activity
linked to website
Posts
Tweets
Facebook

Website
Blog/White papers
Product info
Services
Who are we
Guidelines
Inspiration pack
Web to Print
Marketing portal
Client Portal
Clients
Why use us

Re-targeting
Facebook pixel
Twitter Ads

Constant activity
Website adverts
Content Adverts
Services Adverts

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Social Media

Facebook
We feel Facebook is a branding medium rather than a sales based
channel, with this in mind, as well as regularly posting client
projects, we also publish the branding work we have undertaken
with our own brand which clients regularly interact with.
As a part of our strategy, we also have paid Facebook campaigns
driving traﬃc to our web site and utilising acebook pi el, so
previous visitors to our website are re-targeted through Facebook
custom audiences.

“As it stands 17% of all our website
traﬃc has been generated through
Facebook alone.”

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Social Media

Our marketing cycle with Facebook Pixel
If you think you can escape us...you’re wrong! We are re-targeting
you using the acebook Pi el.
Embedded within our website code is a hidden gem, it allows us to
identify any of our visitors who also have a Facebook account. One
visit to our website and you may be added to our custom audiences
within our Facebook marketing platform.

“Once in our audience we can re-target
you with relevant adverts and promoted
posts to keep you hooked on Datum.”

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Social Media

Apple News
We took the decision to automatically post our RSS news feeds
from the website to pple News in the first week it was available to
the UK market.
To our knowledge we were the first UK company to do this in our
industry. Our clients with Apple devices now have the opportunity
to read Datum news articles published directly to their device,
along with all the usual large news organisations, whilst having
their corn ﬂakes or on their daily commute!

“To our knowledge we were the first
UK company to do this in our industry.”

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Social Media

Google+
Although Google+ may not be a dominant social channel in the
UK particularly, it plays a big part in search engine optimisation.
Our Google+ presence has had a positive impact on our local SEO
where we are placed first for the majority of our targeted
key words.
Google want new unique content, they want to see that your
website is being updated and maintained so this activity not only
gives us topics to talk about but also boosts our search engine
optimisation.

“As well as winning local business,
we have also won overseas contracts
from clients opening up oﬃces in the
Hertfordshire area..”

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Social Media

Instagram
At Datum we believe that visual content is more popular on social
media rather than te t based messages and links so what better
way to show off our printed projects and installations than on
Instagram.
Many of our clients who are graphic designers have become
followers and has been a great tool for getting feedback.

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Social Media

LinkedIn
We use our company LinkedIn page to let clients and followers
know about our latest products and services. We have found that it
is great place for our staff to share and comment on posts to start
conversations and spread brand awareness.
Part of our strategy is to connect with people in our targeted profile
with the aim of getting them to visit our website and consequently
re-target them with our ads.

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Social Media

Pinterest
We love Pinterest. We regularly post the latest photography of our
projects and create boards of work that inspire us. We have found
we gain more followers in the evening, when people are viewing
the site in the rela ed setting of their own home.
Pinterest is also a great tool to direct clients to view our latest work
or simply look for some inspiration.

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Social Media

Twitter
Twitter has been our fastest growing platform with over 3,000
followers. We regularly post old work on #ThrowbackThursday
which has been particularly popular. We also encourage our
staff to Tweet pictures and updates when we are on site at client
installations such as the Rugby World Cup, Ascot, Boat Race and
the James Bond premiere - the clients love this and are regularly
re-tweeting our messages.
Ultimately we see Twitter as a great PR tool, clients and suppliers
alike regularly mention projects we have been working on and is
great for awareness.
Our Easter campaign had particular success with Twitter where
many of our clients tweeted pictures of the goodies we had sent
them as a treat.

“

of all traﬃc to our website is
generated through Twitter and growing
2-3% per month on average.”

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Social Media

YouTube
We have been working on a number of video projects for clients,
whether it is video brochures, augmented reality or in-store digital
displays. Which better way to showcase our work than with
ouTube which integrates with oogle for e cellent EO benefits.

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Website

Website strategy
Re-targeting
Facebook pixel
Twitter Ads
Traffic in
Twitter
Facebook
LinkedIn
Google +
Pinterest
Instagram
YouTube
Apple News
Mobile App
E-Shots
Print Ads

Our approach to this is by using various hooks such as offering
free giveaways, downloadable content and other information.
In addition any visitors to our website are then re-targeted via
acebook and Twitter with carefully chosen adverts.

Website
Blog/White papers
Product info
Services
Who are we
Guidelines
Inspiration pack
Web to Print
Marketing portal
Client Portal
Clients
Why use us

Conversion
Inspiration pack
Online form
Telephone

We drive new traﬃc to the website via our social media and EO
with the aim of converting the visitors into leads and new clients.

Clients
On-board

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Website

Main hook inspiration pack
an you catch a fish without any bait We have tempted our
visitors with an incredibly tempting morsel in the shape of our
inspiration pack.
isible on every page and acting as our main, clear lead converter
we offer a free inspiration pack delivered to your door in e change
for your contact details. It has hooked some big ones already.

“We want our website to be a source
of inspiration and knowledge for our
clients.”

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Website

Tracking with Google Analytics
oogle nalytics isn’t just installed, it is configured.
We strip known bots and spam to improve our data and set up
conversion goals, so not only do we know how many visitors there
are, we can connect a single campaign to each individual contact
we get through the site.
This has created our main reference for understanding our
marketing performance and aids our optimisation efforts.

“ oogle nalytics isn’t just installed,
it is configured.”

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Website

Website conversions
Tracking website conversions is possibly one of the most
important things we do. We need to know which advertising
medium is performing and which isn’t.
We have linked our contact form, our inspiration pack re uest form
and your mobile number all through to conversion goals in oogle
nalytics. This means we can track which campaign people came
from when visiting the site and if they converted into leads for the
business.

“Tracking website conversions is possibly
one of the most important things we do.”

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Website

Check the technology
The atum website is built using a mi of technologies, the main
aspect being the
which is WordPress. It is developed using
a custom theme with the addition of some enhancements like
minified ava cript and
via runt
and the use of
s
for Icons in order to cater for the newer 4k or retina displays.
The website is designed to be responsive so works well on both
mobile and tablet, is written in HT L and uses a mi of nice
imagery balanced with clear fonts to allow key messages to get
across to our visitors.
We have even included a log in to our asset management system
where our clients can log on and manage their assets as well as
order print.

“Our clients now use our portal for
directly ordering their products and
stock control.”

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Website

The heart beat of our website - blog
The website content can be split into two parts, one is the fi ed
traditional content e plaining about us and our services with
the other being our blog which is constantly updating with new
articles. Our blogs diverse content is used to drive regular visitors
back into the website via social media, search and email.
oogle want new uni ue content, they want to see that your
website is being updated and maintained so this activity not only
gives us topics to talk about but also boosts our search engine
optimisation.
Our blog articles are made up of a mi of more in depth pieces
about really specific industry topics to lighter elements which are
ideal for social media sharing.
We also took the decision to automatically post our
news
feeds from the website to pple News in the first week it was
available to the UK market. To our knowledge we were the first
UK company to do this in our industry. Our clients with pple
devices now have the opportunity to read atum news articles
published directly to their device, along with all the usual large
news organisations, whilst having their corn ﬂakes or on their
daily commute!

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Website

Search optimisation
Inbound links, on page optimisation, local optimisation and
plenty of keyword analysis have all gone into our earch Engine
Optimisation strategy. We take advantage of tools like o Pro and
the oogle Keyword Planner to help assist with our dedication to
our digital marketing campaigns.

“ EO is a ongoing commitment which
has already proven its worth with local
and international orders placed via our
site.”
Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Website

Our marketing cycle with Facebook Pixel
If you think you can escape us...you’re wrong! We are re-targeting
you using the acebook Pi el.
Embedded within our website code is a hidden gem, it allows us to
identify any of our visitors who also have a acebook account. One
visit to our website and you may be added to our custom audiences
within our acebook marketing platform.

“Once in our audience we can re-target you
with relevant adverts and promoted posts
in order to keep you hooked on atum.”

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Marketing - Website

Datums most wanted (visited)
Not uite as edgy as the
I’s most wanted but our list is still
uite interesting. s with most websites our homepage gathers
the majority of the traﬃc with a whopping 4
for most months.
Our blog is fairly consistently second followed by the core pages
of the website Who we are, ontact us, Our services and Our
Products .

“The product page is regularly updated
when new products are available, all
the photography and updates are
produced at atum.”

Need a hand? 01707 251 222
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Results
Our marketing has now stepped up several gears and has a
fantastic response from many new and existing clients. We have
been working on our marketing campaign utilising the wide range
in skills and expertise from within the Datum team. All three areas
on our marketing campaign have excelled.

Cross Media
As a direct result of our re-brand and re-positioning last year our
client base now know us for the full rafter of cross-media services,
rather than the commodity trap of just one or two specific services.
One of the first clients we ac uired was
oyal ank of
anada , this was initially to produce ad-hoc artwork pieces. s
a result of our cross-media campaigns this quickly evolved into
offering full cross-media services to
. These include
ollateral for corporate events UK Overseas
Installations in London oﬃces
Oﬃce makeover with digitally printed wallpaper
• Internal brochure documents in four languages
• E-Shots
• Microsites
• Assisted in small scale video production
Event items including coasters, bunting, ﬂags and banners
• Print management for overseas projects (America, Australia and
South Africa)
Web anner adverts
• Full design and artwork service
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Social Media
Our Social Media commitment has replaced Google as our number
one traﬃc generator to our website. ut more importantly it has
helped us build closer relationships with our clients and created
more brand awareness, our clients now know more about us and
are aware of the full breadth of services we offer. It has also been a
great tool for employee conversation and round table discussions
as they all have a part to play in posting and re-posting articles
and enjoy seeing the results.
Our Google Analytics results display the success of our Social
Media commitment.
Sessions (Visits)
724 vs 10 - Up 7,140%
New Users
398 vs 9 - Up 4,322.22%

We are also fairly confident that the website has become a
fundamental part of our communication with our clients helping
us to improve our brand awareness and importantly forge closer
relationships with the people we work with.
Since the re-brand back in October ’15, the new website has seen
a steady growth compared to the previous 12 months.
Sessions (Visits)
1693 vs 789 - 114.58% Increase
Users (Unique Visits)
1061 vs 589 - 80.14% Increase
Page Views
3886 vs 1662 - 133.81% Increase
Page Views per session
2.3 vs 2.11 - 8.97% Increase

Average Session Duration
3:34 vs 1:09 Up 212.32%
Our Google Analytics results are available on request.

We were not tracking conversions previously, but in the last
month we are averaging 1-2 new leads per day.

Website
Our website generates leads, this is probably the most important
aspect of our ROI with some pretty decent relationships being
built off of the back of contacts through our website.
At the time of writing this we have had 22 goal completions
within the last 14 days. These are made up from telephone
number clicks, contact us form submissions and inspiration pack
requests. This doesn’t cover people calling us from outside of the
website after finding our website.
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Datum
6–8 Beaconsfield Road
Hatfield
Hertfordshire AL10 8BE
01707 251 222
info@datumcp.com
datumcp.com
@datumcp
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